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By BEN WALKER

ENVIRONMENT Agency
plans to create a new area of
salt marsh have been reject-
ed by villagers at a public
meeting.
The agency wants to turn

part of South Efford Marsh
at Aveton Gifford into salt
marsh, to meet national tar-
gets.
Its plans for the marsh, a

scaled down version of plans
first put forward in July,
were pu~ to the vote at the
end of the meeting and
rejectedby 36to II.
MikeWilliams, a technical

•VI
flooding specialist at. the
agency, had earlier talked
about the. revised proposals
for the marsh.
He explained the original

proposals to maximise salt-
marsh areas with two gate
structures to control water
flows in and out of the
marsh had been changed.
Mr Williams proposed to

reduce the salt marsh area
down to around seven
hectares, therefore using
only one tide gate instead of
the original plan for two.
This in turn would mean

less groundworks and
would reduce the cost of the
project.
Other benefits proposed

osa
ers

by MrWilliamswere a fresh- tion prior to the proposal;
water habitat at the back of and that the Environment
the marsh and, with the use Agency had not found a
of the tidal·gate, the frequen... partner to help with manage-
cyof. tidal flooding could be ment costs.
controlled, allowing the site Mr Peters said the
to drain between tides:- Environment Agency should
John Peters, a water spe- 'hold off', adding: 'Is it

cialist and resident of responsible to carry out the
Aveton Gifford,raised con- project if it is not properly
cerns about the current level thought out?'
of weed coverage on the The meeting was told it
estuary, which kills vegeta- .would cost around £170,000
tion and shuts out light. He to acquire the site and fur-
feared this could get worse if ther £60,000· for the neces-
the proposals for salt marshsary groundwork, which
went ahead. . amounts to about £35,000
Other concerns raised per hectare.

were the amount of public Studies on the site have so
money being spent on the far cost £40,000.
project; the lack of examina- The .Department for Food

F
r

. and Rural Affairs has set a. 7
national target for salt marsh c
creation. (
It wants to see 800 I

hectares of land developed I
into new habitats, with 300
hectares being new inter-
tidal habitats, by April 201I.
Villagers in favour. of the

proposal questioned Mr
Peters about the state of the ,
current. grazing land,.which .
many believed to be of poor
quality, and how the cre-
ation of salt marsh could be
a benefit.
The meeting, :which took

place last Friday at Aveton
Gifford Memorial Hall, was
chaired by SouthWest
DevonMPGary Streeter.


